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ABSTRACT: Many computational problems arises in the areas of signal processing, pattern
recognition, timetabling, digital data network design, network monitoring, bandwidth prediction and
graph searching, which create a large search space. Most of the time, the search space is exponential in
size and our objective is to reduce the search time in exponentially sized space. In searches where it is
required to traverse the entire search space exhaustively, the time complexity is exponential, However,
by exploiting certain structural properties of search space in some of the problems, it may be possible to
have an efficient search. In this work, we have tried to explore different randomized search algorithms to
reduce the search space of HMM learning problem. But often we are unable to find good structural
properties in search spaces and reduce the search space. May of the above problems modeled as HMM
learning problem and objective of HMM learning problem is to find a finite state automaton which gives
best optimal value for the observed output.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY:
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for a variety of skill learning applications.

problems in computational biology for which
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discrete optimization problem is solved using
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Numerical results indicated that the heuristic

(particularly

approach was very attractive and led to better

mathematics,

solubons than those provided by state-of-the-

engineering, and bioinformatics.

art integer programming codes in limited

4. OPTIMIZATION

computation times.

Optimization is very important in Science,

3. RANDOMIZED SEARCH TECHNIQUES:

Industry and many other walks of life [1].

We

discuss

different

artificial

intelligence),

operations

research,

randomized

Train scheduling, timetabling, network design,

search techniques in details. In general,

shape optimization, VLSI design, etc. are all

randomized algorithms are those algorithms

examples of optimization problems. An

which make use of a random number

Optimization problems P can be stated as a set

generator and some decisions are taken on the

of three factors (S, C, F) where S is the search

basis of these numbers. However, some search

space defined over finite set of n variables x„ i

algorithms make use of probabilistic measure

1 „.n. These variables may have discrete,

based on some objective function and these

continuous or mixed (discrete and continuous)

algorithms are called randomized search

domains and corresponding problems of
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optimization are called discrete, continuous or
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In computer science, local search [221 is a

among the variables used in the problem. F is

meta-heuristic

the set of objective functions that requires
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for
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solution.

Local search is used for those problems which

The goal of the objective function is to find a

can be formulated as finding a solu0on

solution s belonging to S such that HS) >= f

maximizing a criterion among a number of

(s) (in case we want to maximize the objecti e

candidate solutions. Local search algorithms

function). f(S) <— f (s) (in case we want to

move horn solution to solution in the space of

minimize the objective function).

candidate solutions (search space) by applying

4.1 Modeling HMM Learning Problem as a

local changes, until a soluoon deemed optimal

Discrete Optimization Problem:

is found or a time bound is elapsed. Local

We have modeled the HMM learning problem

search algorithms are widely applied to

as a discrete optimization problem and then

numerous

problems,

solved it using randomized search algorithms.

including problems film computer science

We have implemented algorithms Metropolis

bard
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(MA) and Simulated Annealing (SA) and

probability distributions can be chosen then in

taking a data set for a casino example. \Ve

(1 *IC,)° ways.

tested it for a number of observation

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS:

sequences and compared the results obtained

To implement Metropolis algorithm, for above

from SA and NtA.

casino

Ln a;j denotes the probability of moving from

characterized by a particular HMM model \, =

the i* state to the j“ state, Rd bij d0notes the

(A , B„ Al )

probability of emitting the j° symbol while at

i.e.

the i° state. For each '. lmw . , aq} denotes the

defined by P (O | /i) for

the

transition probabilities from state i, which is a

observation sequence 0.

Hence we can

distribution on the set of states. Such a

define a graph consisting of’ different point k

distribution can be discretized by assuming

k;

that each aj is a multiple of l/k, for some fixed

by P(O | k) at any point i.

k. clearly the distribution (p„ ......,J } can then

We start with as initial state \„ of \ of the

be

k

system and make a small change to get to a

indistinguishable balls into n distinct cells. As

new state \b Let ea and eb denote the values of

there are “‘’Ct ways of distributing k balls in n

P (O | \,), P (O | kb) respectively. lf eb * ea then

cells,

the

we update the current state to Otherwise we

discretization assumed, 'Ct different transition

calculate de = (ea — eb) and update the

probability distributions for the state i.

current state to @ with probability p = e' " ""”

For discretizing emission probabilities, let us

A random number between 0.5 and I is

assume t b;j is a multiple of l/l, for some fixed

generated and if it is greater than p, we

non-zero

attempt the new state otherwise

modeled

we

as

have

positive

a

distribution

therefore,

integer

of

under

1.

-ollowing

reasoning similar to the above, we see that
there can be, “‘*'C, different

problem,

a point in the graph is

(A , B t, H ,) and its value is
gi›

en

kt and values at these points is defined

leave it.

probability distributions Z that can act as the
symbol emission probability distribution for a
given state. Here, m is the number of symbols
As there are n states, the n transition
probability distributions can be chosen in (
'Ct)° ways. Also, the n syiribol emission
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6. CONCLUSION:
By exploiting certain structural properties of
search space in some of the problems, it may
be possible to have an efficient search. In this
work, we have tried to explore different
randomized search algorithms to reduce the
search space of HMM learning problem. But
often we are unable to find good structural
properties in search spaces and reduce the
search space. May of the above problems
modeled as HMM learning problem and
objective of HMM learning problem is to find
a finite state automaton.
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